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NJC leverages its accumulated knowledge and human resources to serve our clients to the best of our ability. Therefore we 
offer a wide and malleable portfolio in order to provide you all the services needed, inside our areas of expertise, to improve 

your business. Within each category we are able to tailor projects to each individual’s needs to ensure their success.

NJC’s service portfolio is designed to best serve our costumers and therefore,
is malleable to their needs

Strategic Assessment Start-ups Support

Market Research Talent AttractionBusiness & Financial Plan
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Process Mapping & Process 
OptimizationMarketing Strategy

Internationalization
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NJC’s market researches allow our clients to better understand their markets
and adopt the best possible measures
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• Industry benchmarking;

• Focus Groups development;

• Interviews development;

• Surveys distribution and analysis;

• Best practices research;

• Market trend analysis;

• Target audience identification.

Our market research can be both general 

and detailed. It may vary between industry 
analysis, measuring client satisfaction, 

estimating a products’ demand and

evaluating a brand’s image, among 

others.
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Our team helps our clients to clearly identify their objectives and develop a
business and financial plan to best achieve said goals
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• Subsidy research and application process;

• Business analysis;

• Financial assessment (Top and Bottom line);

• Plan development.

Through a comprehensive analysis of a 

given firm's areas of action and financial 

situation, our team develops the reasoning

of the project to-be implemented. Along 

with a detailed step-by-step plan on how 

said project should occur in order to achieve 

the desired goals. Furthermore, our 

consultants also analyses the firm’s 

structure and project economic 
feasibility.
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In an increasingly globalized economy, our consultants have extensive
experience in helping firms to smoothly transition into new markets
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• Foreign market analysis;

• Available incentives and subsidies analysis;

• Potential partnerships assessment;

• Entry plan development.

One of our services consists of providing 

strategic support to companies that intend 

to expand to one or more 

markets. The assigned team's involvement

ranges from accompanying the project at 
its early stages of research to the actual 

execution of the project.
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As human capital becomes more important, NJC is able to help firms to ensure
an efficient recruitment process and talent retention
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• Employer branding;

• Support in employee education;

• Design of reward systems;

• Re-design of recruitment and selection processes;

• Employee satisfaction analysis;

• Candidates’ satisfaction analysis.

We recognize better than anyone the value 

of a good team, therefore our consultants 

help companies to develop their job 

proposition, in order to ensure that the 

company is able to attract and/or retain 
the employees required for its success.
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With markets becoming more unstable, our team aids firms to fully understand
their environment and position themselves to the best of their abilities
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• As-Is analysis;

• Industry Benchmarking;

• Company assessment;

• Goals and mission alignment;

• To-be diagram;

• Strategic plan development.

Through a strategic assessment, our team 

will evaluate the relevant factors that 

might influence the client's decision 

making. This will allow the client to make 

informed decisions that will ultimately 

translate into a more successful business.
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As Junior Entrepreneurs, our members offer a tailored approach to ensure that
our Start-up clients are able to achieve success
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• Subsidies identification and application;

• Entry Strategy;

• Product design;

• Distribution channels identification;

• Partnership analysis;

• The remaining services are all adjustable to start-ups.

We are aware of start-ups’ specific needs. 

As such, we offer specialized solutions 
for business structuring and 

consolidation, production processes, 
marketing strategy, product design, 

human resources management, among 

others. Our know-how together with our 

competitive pricing make us the ideal 

partner for a company that is new to the 

market or is still at its early stages.
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NJC develops a comprehensive and far-reaching marketing strategy that
ensures that our clients get the exposure necessary for their success
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• Market diagnosis;

• Market segmentation;

• Market trend identification;

• Pricing strategy;

• Consumer behaviour and perception analysis;

• Communication plan development;

• Target audience identification.

At NJC we recognize the importance of a 

sound and effective marketing strategy in a 

business' success.

Our team will analyse the market and 

develop the best approach to ensure a 

strategic placement that allows the 

company to better target their desired 
market segment.
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NJC helps our clients to identify inefficiencies in their firms and mitigate them
in order to improve their productive processes
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• Enterprise's processes mapping;

• Enterprise's processes analysis;

• Process Optimization;

• Implementation planning;

• Critical points and bottlenecks identification.

NJC also prides itself on improving its 

clients' efficiency. By mapping a 
company's processes, the team is able to 

identify potential improvements and help 

the client to implement them, increasing its 

productivity.
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In case a client is interested in NJC’s services, he should reach out to the team
which will promptly evaluate the firm’s needs and get back to them

21

Reach Out

The process is made up of 4 different stages

In case you choose to hire NJC’s

services, you should reach out to

us via our website, our email or

any of our social media (all

available in the last slide).

ProposalFirst Contact Kick-Off

This meeting serves as a unique

opportunity for you to get to know

the way we work and for our

consultants to better understand

your goals and needs.

After the First Contact, our team

will develop a tailored proposal in

which we will present you the way

we assess your situation and the

means we intend to implement to

help you achieve your objectives.

Once the proposal has been

accepted, a meeting will be set

up between the team and the

client where expectations are

fully aligned and the project

officially begins.
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NJC’s methodology is deeply leveraged on cooperation with the client to
ensure that the efforts and overall output is fully aligned with their expectations
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Duration

The client usually has its first contact with the board’s commercial department, but the senior consultant of the project will be the one responsible

for the project management and the team after the contract is signed. Each team has on average 3-5 consultants with diverse backgrounds, from

master’s and bachelor’s level. One board member is assigned to every project to guide and support the team throughout the process.

On average a project takes

approximately two months.

CommunicationTiming Language

Projects are carried out either from

October to November or March

to April. The negotiation part

should be done in the previous

months.

Close collaboration is important

to us, we seek a smooth

communication through steering

committees and frequent

updates.

Communication is usually in

English due to the large number of

international consultants involved

(Portuguese upon special request).
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info@novajuniorconsulting.com

www.novajuniorconsulting.com

www.facebook.com/novajuniorconsulting.com

www.linkedin.com/company/novajuniorconsulting
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